School of Medicine Announcement of Appointments, March 2022 – April 2022

Nabil Abazaid  Clinical Instructor
Christopher Aiken  Clinical Instructor
Andrew Albert  Clinical Instructor
Ashley Alford  Clinical Instructor
Louis Angioletti  Clinical Assistant Professor
Christine Arms  Clinical Assistant Professor
Ann Arthur  Clinical Assistant Professor
Nana Asabere  Clinical Instructor
Anastasia Asanov  Clinical Instructor
Gina Auricchio  Clinical Assistant Professor
Sana Badri  Clinical Instructor
Maria Bendetto-Anzai  Clinical Assistant Professor
Alexander Blair  Clinical Instructor
Andrea Brand  Clinical Assistant Professor
Amanda Braverman  Clinical Instructor
Zorica Buser  Clinical Instructor
Whitney Carnevale  Clinical Assistant Professor
Julide Celebi  Clinical Assistant Professor
Garfield Clunie  Clinical Assistant Professor
Gordon Crews  Clinical Assistant Professor
Hermandeep Dhami  Clinical Instructor
Michael Diaz  Clinical Instructor
Douglas Dieterich  Adjunct Professor
Kelly Dougherty  Clinical Instructor
Alexandra Dryer  Clinical Assistant Professor
Naillid Felipe  Clinical Instructor
Molly Finnerty  Clinical Assistant Professor
Stefanie Gopaul  Clinical Instructor
Morgan Grams  Clinical Assistant Professor
Jamie Haas  Clinical Instructor
Claire Hennigan  Clinical Assistant Professor
Colin Hill  Clinical Instructor
Yuliya Hryb  Clinical Associate Professor
Syed Hussain  Clinical Instructor
Sapna Jairath  Clinical Assistant Professor
Meghan Jardon  Clinical Assistant Professor
Krystle Johnson  Clinical Assistant Professor
Evgeny Kanshin  Research Assistant Professor
Jason Karelis  
Nancy King  
Michaela Ann Klesitz  
Jonathan Kobles  
Ryan Latulipe  
Edmund Lee  
Terry Lefcourt  
Evan Lieberman  
Kavitha Lingineni  
Anand Mahadevan  
Waleed Malik  
Rose Mandel  
Manuel Martinez  
Anastasia Meleties  
Milan Mishra  
Taylor Mueller  
Hank Ng  
Amir Noor  
Caitlin Otto  
Roxanne Palermo  
Shumaia Rahman  
Lankala Reddy  
Tania Ruiz-Maya  
Angad Sandhu  
Mak Sarich  
Mio Sawai  
Adelle Schaefer  
Nathalie Schulhof  
Olivia Seecof  
Kinal Shah  
Nihar Shah  
Moiuri Siddique  
Scott Smith  
Kristen Spencer  
Nicholas Vu  
Donghai Wang  
Julian Watson  
Michael Weintraub  
Evan Yates  
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